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Preface

Years ago, when I was a beginning and naive graduate student, eagerly studying
mathematics at Princeton, I wanted to know the secret to success in mathematics.
I actually did believe that there must be just one secret that would lead to fame
and fortune in this field. So during tea time in Old Fine Hall, I approached my
all-wise thesis advisor (then reverently called Professor Fox), and naively posed the
question:

What is the secret to success in mathematics?
Ralph Fox, without a moment’s hesitation, fired back:
Work where two research fields are merging.
At that time, I did not fully comprehend the meaning and the significance of his

prompt, laconic answer. But as the years have passed, I have begun to understand
more fully the wisdom behind his terse one-line response. His words of wisdom have
indelibly left an impression that has shaped the many choices made throughout my
research career.

Perhaps, Ralph Fox was referring to his student John Milnor’s success in cre-
ating the field of differential topology, a beautiful merger of differential geometry
and topology. Or perhaps, he was referring to Stephen Smale’s proof of the higher
dimensional Poincare conjecture? Or was it his student John Stallings’ creative
merger of group theory and topology? In any case, throughout my career I have
come to see Ralph Fox’s prophecy repeatedly come true, over and over again.

Now, Ralph Fox’s prophecy is becoming true once again in the newly emerging
field of quantum computation and quantum information, i.e., quantum information
science (QIS). Never before have I found such a convergence of so many research
fields that are currently shaping the development of QIS,...and yes, of mathematics,
itself. Never before has there been such a rich and immense research opportunity
for the mathematical community. In particular, mathematics is now shaping QIS,
and in turn, QIS is now shaping the development of mathematics.

For that reason, I organized and gave an AMS Short Course on Quantum
Computation at the Annual meeting of the American Mathematical Society held
in Washington, DC in January of 2000. This past short course is now recorded and
encapsulated in the AMS book

“Quantum Computation: A Grand Mathematical Challenge for the
Twenty-First Century and the Millenium,” PSAPM, vol. 58, Providence,
RI, (2002).

For the same reason, I also organized at the same AMS meeting an AMS Special
Session on Quantum Computation and Information which has been recorded in a
second AMS book
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viii PREFACE

“Quantum Computation and Information,” AMS, CONM, vol. 305,
(2002).

Nine years later, much has changed. But one thing still remains unchanged.
The mathematical opportunities are still there, more than ever before. For that
reason, I once again organized and gave an AMS Short Course on QIS at the Annual
Meeting of the American Mathematical Society held in Washington, DC in January
of 2009. This AMS Short Course is now recorded in this AMS PSAPM volume.

Unlike the previous volume, which emphasized quantum algorithms, this new
volume instead emphasizes quantum information and its contributions to many
new resulting developments in mathematical research. For the reader with little,
if any, background in or knowledge of quantum mechanics, we have provided in
the appendix of this book a reprint of the paper by Samuel Lomonaco, entitled “A
Rosetta Stone for Quantum Mechanics with an Introduction to Quantum
Computation,” originally published in the 2000 AMS Short Course volume.

Much like the 2009 AMS Short Course, this volume is naturally divided into
two parts.

In Part 1, two papers provide an overview of some of the latest developments
in the theory of quantum information. The first paper by Patrick Hayden entitled,
“Concentration of Measure Effects in Quantum Computation,” gives a
survey of quantum information theory, i.e., a survey of the generalization and ap-
plication of classical information theory to quantum communication and computa-
tion. The result is a rich theory of surprising simplicity. The quantum mechanical
formalisms of density operators, partial traces, and super-operators are introduced,
and then used to discuss the quantum communication channels. The paper ends
with a discussion of how entanglement concentration of measure naturally occurs
in higher dimensional subspaces.

The second paper by Daniel Gottesman, entitled “Quantum Error Correc-
tion and Fault Tolerance,” gives an introduction to QIS’s first line of defense
against the ravages of quantum decoherence, i.e., quantum error correcting codes
and fault tolerance. The paper begins with a discussion of error models, moves
on to quantum error correction and the stabilizer formalism, then to fault tolerant
circuits and thresholds, and ends with a quantum error correction sonnet.

Part 2 consists of four papers illustrating how quantum information can be used
as a vehicle for creating new mathematics as well as new developments in QIS. The
first paper by Howard E. Brandt entitled, “Riemannian Geometry of Quan-
tum Computation,” is an introduction to recent developments in the application
of differential geometry to quantum algorithm implementation. In particular, it
shows how Riemannian Geometry can be used to efficiently factor (i.e., compile) a
global unitary transformation (i.e., quantum computer program fragment) into a
product of local unitary transformations (i.e., into a sequence of quantum computer
assembly language instructions.)

The second paper by Louis H. Kauffman and Samuel J. Lomonaco, Jr. entitled,
“Topology and Quantum Computing,” gives a survey of a number of connec-
tions between quantum topology and quantum computation. The paper begins with
a question about the possibility of a connection between topological and quantum
entanglement. It then discusses the unitary solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation
as universal quantum gates and as representations of the braid group. The bracket
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polynomial is presented in the context of Temperley-Lieb recoupling and topolog-
ical computation. An analysis of the Fibonacci model is given. Finally, quantum
algorithms for the colored Jones polynomial and the Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev
invariant are discussed.

The remaining two papers by Samuel J. Lomonaco and Louis H. Kauffman
entitled respectively, “Quantum Knots and Mosaics” and “Quantum Knots
and Lattices: A Blueprint for Quantum Systems that Do Rope Tricks”
together illustrate how mathematics and quantum physics can be seamlessly inter-
woven into one fabric to create new research directions in both of these two fields.
The first paper is based on the Reidemeister knot moves, the second on a new set
of knot moves called wiggle, wag, and tug. The objective of each of these papers is
to construct a blueprint for a physically implementable quantum system that simu-
lates (and hence contains) tame knot theory. Each accomplishes this in three steps.
In step one, tame knot theory is found to be equivalent to a formal writing system,
i.e., a formal computer programming language. In step two, the formal rewriting
system is then found to be equivalent to a group representation. Finally, in step
three, the group representation is used to define a quantum knot system (K,Λ),
consisting of a Hilbert space K of quantum knots together with a unitary group Λ
of quantum knot moves. Knot invariants now become quantum observables, phys-
ically measurable in a laboratory setting. The dynamic behavior of knots can now
be expressed in terms of Hamiltonians. Most surprisingly, the knot moves can be
transformed into infinitesimal moves which can be used to create knot variational
derivatives. An immediate consequence is that now knot invariants can be defined
as those knot functionals with vanishing knot variational derivatives.

It is hoped that this book will encourage mathematicians to take advantage of
the many research opportunities in quantum information science.

Acknowledgements. Thanks are due to the other AMS Short Course lecturers,
Howard Brandt, Daniel Gottesman, Patrick Hayden, Louis Kauffman, and Peter
Shor for their many contributions to the 2009 AMS Short Course on Quantum
Computation and to this volume. I would also like to thank the many AMS Short
Course participants for their support and helpful discussions and insights. Many
thanks to Sergei Gelfand, Wayne Drady, Stephen Moye, and Christine Thivierge of
the American Mathematical Society for their help throughout this effort. I would
also like to thank my wife Bonnie for her support during this entire endeavor.
Finally, I should mention that this work was partially supported with the gracious
funding of the L-O-O-P Fund.

Samuel J. Lomonaco, Jr.
Lomonaco@umbc.edu

http://www.csee.umbc.edu/∼lomonaco
February 15, 2010
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Bell inequality, 120
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bipartite quantum system, 325
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blackbox, 309
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bounded lattice knots of order, 249

bra, 285

bra-(c)-ket, 285

bracket polynomial, 104, 126

bracket products, 288

bracket state summation model, 126

braid, 109

Brauer algebra, 139
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cat state, 36, 37

category, 134

cell complex, 219

Christoffel symbols, 62

circularly polarized, 283

classical entropy, 322, 324

Clifford group, 28–30, 35, 42, 43, 45, 51

closed braid, 110

CNOT, 28, 30, 35, 116, 327, 329, 330, 332

coding space, 15

color coding scheme, 222

colored Jones polynomials, 104, 171

commutator, 300, 308

compatible, 299

complex projective space, 287

concatenated codes, 48, 54

concentration of measure, 6

conditional authentic move, 237

conditional entropy, 5

conditional OP local
auto-homeomorphisms, 237

conditional symbolic moves, 236

conjugate points, 62

connection, 61

connection point, 181

constants of motion, 72

contiguous, 182

continuous ambient group, 203, 263

continuous knot type, 263

control bit, 328

controlled-NOT, 329

correct extended rectangle, 47

CSS code, 23, 24, 35, 38

cubes, 218

cubic honeycomb, 218

curvature, 61, 213, 218

decoherence, 14, 16

decoherence-free subspaces (DFS), 26, 27

degenerate, 19, 291
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degenerate QECC, 21–23
Dehn, 232
density operator, 302–304
density operators, 304, 315
diagonal matrix, 303
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differential geometry, 61
Dirac notation, 285, 299
directed system, 250
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dynamical behavior, 313
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ebits, 6
edge ordering conventions, 224, 230
edge state space, 252
edges, 218
eigenket, 290
eigenspace, 290
eigenvalue, 290

Einstein, 316
electromagnetic knots, 264
elliptic transformation, 197
elliptically polarized, 283
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entangled, 315
entangled state, 119
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entanglement cost, 10
entanglement of distillation, 10
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entanglement type, 319
entropy of entanglement, 6
EPR, 314, 316, 317
EPR pair, 314
erasure error, 20
error model, 54
error propagation, 30, 36, 39
error syndrome, 22, 27, 35, 49, 50
expected value, 299
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extended rectangle, 46, 47
extensible, 213, 218

faces, 218
faithful representation, 241
fault tolerance, 29
fault-tolerant circuit, 45, 46
fault-tolerant error correction, 32–36
fault-tolerant gadget, 30
fault-tolerant gate, 32–34
fault-tolerant gates, 29

fault-tolerant measurement, 32, 38, 41

fault-tolerant preparation, 32, 33, 44, 45
fault-tolerant protocol, 45
fault-tolerant quantum computation, 29

fault-tolerant simulation, 45
faulty location, 30
Fibonacci model, 104, 159

five-qubit code, 19, 24
FPS, 243
FPS knot, 243

fractional quantum Hall effect, 204, 264
free Boolean ring, 327

Frenet frame, 212
functor, 135
fundamental problem of knot theory, 266

gate teleportation, 42, 43, 45

Gauss integral, 247
generalized Pauli matrices, 64
generator matrix, 22, 23

geodesic equation, 61
GF(4), 25, 26
global unitary transformation, 320

global unitary transformations, 318
good extended rectangle, 47

group of orientation preserving (OP) local
auto-homeomorphisms of 3-space R

3,
237

Hadamard, 331
Hadamard gate, 133
Hadamard test, 133

Hadamard transform, 28
Hamilton, 314
Hamiltonian, 62, 111, 300

Hamiltonians, 195, 255
Heegard, 232

Heisenberg Hamiltonian, 310
Heisenberg model, 309
Heisenberg picture, 309–311

Heisenberg uncertainty principle, 299
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, 300
Hermitian, 289

hexagon identity, 149
hidden variables, 316
Hilbert space, 284

Hilbert space G�,n of lattice graphs of order
(�, n), 252

Hilbert space K(�,n) of lattice knots of
order (�, n), 252

Hilbert space of knot n-mosaics, 193
hinge, 229

hyperbolic transformation, 197

ideal decoder, 31–34
incompatible, 300

inextensible, 213, 218

inextensible ambient group Λ̃�,n, 253
inextensible ambient isotopy, 273
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inextensible group system, 272

inextensible knot (∞, n)-type, 251
inextensible knot �-type, 243

inextensible knot (�, n)-type, 251
inextensible knot type, 217, 243, 251
inextensible lattice ambient group, 234

inextensible move, 217
inextensible moves, 217

inextensible quantum knot (�, n)-type, 254
inextensible quantum knot system, 253

inextensible quantum knot type, 254
infinitesimal degrees of freedom, 212

infinitesimal moves, 218
infinitesimal wiggles, 249
integrals, 249

invariants of knots, 103

j-skeleton, 219
Jacobi field, 87

Jacobi fields, 62
joints, 213

Jones polynomial, 126, 202, 262
juxtaposition, 311

K, 246

k, 246
k-move at location, 184

k-submosaic of M at location, 183
k-submosaic, 183
ket, 285

Knill error correction, 41, 43, 44
Knill-Laflamme bound, 20

knot, 107, 178, 210, 265
knot 3-mosaics, 206

knot diagram, 266
knot functional, 246

knot invariant, 109, 267
knot �-type, 243
knot mosaics, 178

knot n-mosaic, 182
knot theory, 107

knot type, 177, 216, 243, 265
Kronecker sum, 319

LAHOP (R3), 237

LAHOP (R3)F , 237
lattice, 218

lattice ambient group, 209, 234
lattice graph, 219

lattice Hopf link, 219
lattice knot, 219
lattice knot injection, 250

lattice knot moves, 224
lattice number, 262

lattice translation, 223
lattice trefoil knot, 219

left and right permutations, 221
left- and right- circularly polarized

photons, 287

level reduction, 48

Levi-Civita connection, 62

Levy’s lemma, 6

lexicographically (lex) order, 192

Lie algebra su(2n), 61

Lie bracket, 65

lifted Jacobi equation, 61, 62, 89

linear ordering, 192

linearly polarized, 283

linkage, 213

little adjoint representation, 308

local expansion/contraction move, 215

local interactions, 317

local Lie algebra, 319

local move, 214, 215

local stochastic error model, 52

local subgroup, 318

local torsion move, 214

local unitary transformations, 318, 321

locally equivalent, 319

location in a fault-tolerant protocal, 29, 30

logical operation, 27, 31

logical Pauli group, 27, 34

logical qubits, 31

maximally entangled subspace, 7, 9

measurement, 113, 296

mechanism, 213

memoryless stochastic source, 321

metric tensor, 66

mirror image transformation, 197

mixed ensemble, 302

mixed ensembles, 320

mosaic injection, 190

mosaic knot diagram, 191

mosaic number, 202

mosaic Reidemeister 1, 188

mosaic Reidemeister 2, 188

mosaic Reidemeister 3 moves, 189

mosaic Reidemeister moves, 188

mosaic representative, 191

mosaic system, 177

multipartite quantum system, 307

multipartite systems, 307

n-bounded cell complex, 249

n-bounded lattice, 249

n-Cobordism Category, 135

n-mosaic, 181

nine-qubit code, 14, 15, 21

No-Cloning theorem, 14, 15, 20, 333

non-Markovian environment, 55

nondegenerate, 19, 291

nondegenerate QECC, 22

nondeterministic notational convention, 185

nondeterministic tiles, 185, 188

normal operator, 290

NOT, 331
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notational convention, 185, 186, 188, 189,
291, 312

observable, 199, 289, 292, 304

operator, 289
operator quantum error correction, 26

orbit projector, 261
orbits, 319

oriented knot n-mosaic, 208
oriented lattice graphs, 273

oriented lattice knots, 273
oriented n-mosaic, 208
oriented quantum knot, 273

oriented tiles, 207
orthonormal bases, 287

parity check matrix, 22, 23

partial trace, 305–307
partition, 321

path-ordered integral, 301
Pauli coordinates, 64

Pauli group, 21, 25, 28
Pauli matrices, 15, 62, 294

Pauli operator, 32
Pauli space, 15, 16
Pauli spin matrices, 293

penalty parameter, 64
pentagon identity, 148

Phase Flip, 15
physical gate, 29

physical location, 29
physical qubits, 29, 31

placement problem, 107, 265
planar isotopy moves, 186

Planck’s constant, 300
Podolsky, 316
polarization states of a photon, 287

polarized light, 282, 297
positive operator valued measures

(POVMs), 297

POVMs, 202, 262
preferred edges, 220, 230

preferred faces, 220, 230
preferred frame, 220

preferred vertex, 220, 230
preferred vertex approximation, 244, 245

preferred vertex map, 244
preparations, 304
principle of local interactions, 316

principle of non-locality, 316, 317
principle of reality, 316

projection operator, 289
projection operators, 290

pure ensemble, 302, 315

quandle product, 272
quantum algorithms, 112

quantum capacity, 4
quantum channel, 4

quantum circuit complexity, 61

quantum circuit model, 61

quantum computation, 61, 113

quantum computer, 112

quantum computing, 103

quantum computing device, 326

quantum entanglement, 202, 262, 315, 318

quantum entropy, 322–324

quantum error correction, 13

quantum error correction condition, 18

quantum error-correcting code (QECC),
17, 18

quantum games, 115

quantum gates, 62

quantum Gilbert-Varshamov bound, 19

quantum graph, 274

quantum Hamming bound, 19

quantum information, 111

quantum knot, 180, 205

quantum knot (0,3)-invariant, 261

quantum knot 4-invariant, 201

quantum knot (�, n)-invariant, 257, 259

quantum knot (�, n)-type, 254

quantum knot n-invariant, 198, 200

quantum knot state space, 179

quantum knot system, 177, 179, 193, 209,
253

quantum knot systems, 253

quantum knot tomography, 204, 264

quantum knot type, 180, 254

quantum knots, 177, 209, 253

quantum measurement, 199, 258, 294, 303

quantum mechanics, 111

quantum mutual information, 10

quantum repeaters, 334

quantum replicator, 333

quantum Singleton bound, 20

quantum states, 287

quantum system, 295

quantum teleportation, 41, 42

quantum topology, 103, 107

quantum vortices, 204, 264

quaternions, 123

qubit, 61, 113, 283, 284

qudit stabilizer codes, 26

qudits, 26

qunits, 113

r-filter, 31–34

Random states, 6

random subspaces, 7

recoupling formula, 153

refinement injection, 242

refinement map, 242

refinement morphism conjecture, 268

regular isotopy, 128

Reidemeister moves, 109, 210, 266

repetition code, 14
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reversible computation, 327

Riemann curvature tensor, 82

Riemannian distance, 64

Riemannian geometry, 61

Riemannian metric, 62

right invariance, 62

right-invariance of the metric, 64

right-invariant, 62

Rosen, 316

row major order, 192

same continuous knot n-type, 203

same continuous knot type, 203

same inextensible knot (�,∞)-type, 251

same knot (∞, n)-type, 250

same knot (�,∞)-type, 250

same knot mosaic type, 191

same knot n-type, 190

same quantum knot n-type, 194

same quantum knot type, 194

Schmidt coefficients, 8

Schrödinger equation, 62, 300

Schrödinger Hamiltonian, 310

Schrödinger picture, 309–311

Schrödinger’s equation, 300, 301, 308, 314

Schroedinger equation, 263

Schroedinger’s equation, 257

sectional curvature, 83

selective measurement, 297

selective measurement operator, 297

self-adjoint, 289

set of all lattice graphs, 219

set of all lattice knots, 219, 246

set of n-mosaics, 181

seven-qubit code, 23

Shannon bit, 282

Shannon entropy, 321, 322

Shor error correction, 37, 44

singular value decomposition, 8

Solovay-Kitaev, 43

spacelike distance, 317

special unitary group, 62

special unitary group SU(2), 122

special unitary unimodular group SU(2n),
61

spectral decomposition, 290, 293

spin network, 146

stabilizer, 21

stabilizer code, 41

stabilizer codes, 20

standard basis, 252

standard Jacobi equation, 89

standard trace, 305

state summation, 129

statistical difference, 54

statistical distance, 53

Steane error correction, 38–41, 44

stochastic sources, 322

subsystem codes, 26

suitably connected, 182

superdense coding, 7

superoperator, 65, 91

superposition, 283

SWAP, 331

symplectic inner product, 24, 25

symplectic matrices, 28

tangent space manifold, 64

Tangle, 215

tangle category, 145

target bit, 328

teleportation, 334

teleportation manual, 335

Temperley-Lieb Algebra, 139

Temperley-Lieb Category, 139

Temperley-Lieb recoupling theory, 104, 142

tensor product, 286

tensor product decomposition, 321

tetrahedral networks, 156

theta networks, 156

threshold error rate, 53, 54

threshold for fault-tolerant quantum
computation, 29

threshold theorem, 45, 46, 52–54

tiles, 181

Toffoli, 328, 330

topological entanglement, 202, 262

topological quantum computing, 104

topological quantum field theory, 104, 142

topology, 107

torsion, 213

total quantum information theory, 103

total tug, 247

total wag, 247

total wiggle, 247

TQFT, 143

trace inner product, 65

transformation O, 289

transversal gates, 34, 35

trefoil, 128

truncated extended rectangle, 50

tug, 209, 211, 213, 215, 216, 218, 224, 225

tugs, 249

tunnelling transformation, 197

two-qubit gate G, 116

typical subspaces, 4

uncertainty, 299

uncorrelated depolarizing error model, 51

uncorrelated error model, 51

uncorrelated Pauli error model, 51

unitary, 300

unitary knot moves, 253

unitary linear transformation, 111

unitary transformation, 62

Universal Bendangle, 215
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variational derivatives, 247, 248
variational gradients, 248
vertices, 218
von Neumann entropy, 5, 322

wag, 209, 211, 213, 214, 217, 218, 224, 229,
232

wags, 249
weight, 16
weight of a Pauli operator, 19
wiggle, 209, 211, 213, 216, 218, 224, 227
wiring diagram, 327
Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev (WRT)

invariants, 172
Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev invariants, 104
writhe, 128

Yang-Baxter equation, 103, 114, 146
Yang-Baxter operator R, 113
Yardstick, 198, 257
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